


Anxiety UK
Support and help for those diagnosed with, or who

suspect they may have, an anxiety condition.

Text Service: 07537 416 905

Infoline: 03444 775 774 (Mon – Fri, 9.30am – 5.30pm)

Website: www.anxietyuk.org.uk

No Panic
Information for sufferers and carers of people with 
panic, anxiety, phobias and Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorders (OCD).

Helpline: 0300 772 9844 (Every day, 10am – 10pm)

Youthline: 0330 606 1174 (For under 18s, Mon, 
Tue, Wed, Fri, 3pm – 6pm / Thurs, 3pm – 8pm / 
Sat, 6pm – 8pm)

Website: www.nopanic.org.uk
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Support and information for anybody affected 
by OCD.

Helpline: 0300 636 5478 (Mon – Fri, 9.30am – 8pm)

Website: www.ocdaction.org.uk
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ANXIETY
“I never realised that there 

could be help for anxiety. I have 
been anxious for most of my life 
and I just thought that was the 

way I was.”

“It was mind blowing for 
me to realise that my son, who 
is always angry, might actually 
be expressing his anxiety. It’s 

made me see his behaviour in a 
completely different light.”

“Simple, not overwhelming 
and exactly what I need in 

situations of stress, anxiety or 
fear! Can only recommend :)”(Clear Fear app review)

https://stem4.org.uk/


• Monitor
 Keep a diary to work out triggers and patterns.

• Seek help
  Visit your GP by phoning your local practice and 

booking an appointment (check if you can book 
it with their mental health lead). Go ready to 
discuss your concerns and the problems you are 
experiencing. You can always take your diary with 
you in order to help this process. If you have a lot to 
discuss, book a double appointment.

Clear Fear

Why not try the stem4 Clear Fear app?

Clear Fear is an app to help young 
people manage the symptoms  
of anxiety, developed by a clinician 
in collaboration with young people.

The Clear Fear app uses evidence-
based Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy (CBT).

It is FREE to download from the 
Apple Store and Google Play.

Key facts:
Anxiety is the most common mental health condition 
people experience and is characterised by a range of 
anxious thoughts and behaviours.

Anxious thinking is almost always fear-based and 
anxious behaviour is often carried out to make the 
person feel less fearful. This behaviour is not generally 
positive. So, for example, someone who is anxious of  
flying may not get on a plane.

Anxiety can show itself in many forms, which 
include:

•  Generalised anxiety – the anxiety is there most of 
the time, with times of excessive, uncontrollable, 
and often irrational worry and increased 
apprehension.

•  Panic attacks – a sudden surge of overwhelming 
anxiety and fear which brings about a strong 
physical reaction.

•  Constant worry – frequent, negative thoughts 
that a person goes over and over.

• Phobias – very strong, irrational fears.

•  Social anxiety – a fear of social situations and 
interactions that often leads to avoidance.

How do I know if I’m anxious?
• Are you feeling worried and agitated?

•  Are you feeling fearful about things that others are 
generally not fearful about?

• Do you constantly worry?

•  Do you always predict a dramatic and negative 
outcome?

ANXIETY
•  Do you overthink and overcheck things always with a 

negative prediction?

•  Do you have a range of physical symptoms that are 
consistent with a fear response such as your heart 
racing, increased breathing, and muscle tension?

People who are anxious are 
more likely to answer ‘yes’ to 
most of the above questions.

Why deal with anxiety?
Anxiety can be very unpleasant to experience and it can 
limit the things you want to do. Left untreated, anxiety can 
last a long time and may lead from one anxiety condition 
to another. For example, someone who has generalised 
anxiety might develop panic attacks. Anxiety can also have 
a significant physical impact. Some people may drink too 
much or misuse recreational drugs to deal with anxiety, 
which in turn will lead to further problems.

What can I try to do?
• Face it
  If you are putting off either thinking or doing something 

because it makes you feel anxious, try and support 
yourself to face it, bit by bit.

• Do less
  If your anxiety makes you think too much (e.g., you go 

over something again and again in your mind) or do too 
much (e.g., frequent hand washing) try and reduce the 
behaviour, one step at a time.

• Accept it
  The thoughts and behaviours you experience are 

symptoms of anxiety. See if you can calm your 
breathing and just let go of your fears by accepting 
them for what they are.

• Relax
  Have regular breaks, learn to relax, be mindful. Activities 

such as art, exercise, writing, acting, yoga, massages, 
and listening to music can help.

Take5
Try stem4’s Take5 
Controlled Breathing 
exercise.

Asking for help
stem4 has an Asking for help booklet 
available on our Resources page 
www.stem4.org.uk/resources

ASKING FOR HELP

How do I ask for help if I am concerned 
about a mental health problem?

FOR TEENAGERS

https://www.clearfear.co.uk/
http://bit.ly/take5card
https://www.clearfear.co.uk/
https://apps.apple.com/gb/developer/stem4/id961611580
https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=stem4
https://stem4.org.uk/resources/


Anxiety self-help guide

Introduction

This self-help guide is intended for people with mild-to-moderate symptoms 
of anxiety. If you’re feeling distressed, in a state of despair, suicidal or need 
emotional support you can phone Samaritans for free on 116 123.

If you’re ill and feel it can’t wait until your GP practice re-opens you can phone the 
NHS 24 111 service. For an emergency ambulance phone 999.

This guide aims to help you to:

• find out if you have symptoms of anxiety
• understand more about anxiety
• find ways to manage or overcome anxiety

There are a number of conditions that have anxiety as a symptom, or have 
anxiety in the name – like social anxiety, social phobia, and obsessive-compulsive 
disorder (OCD). This guide is designed to help with general anxiety symptoms.

This guide is based on Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT). CBT helps you 
to examine how you think about your life, and challenge negative automatic 
thoughts to free yourself from unhelpful thought and behaviour patterns.

How to use the anxiety self-help guide

Working through this guide can take around 30 to 40 minutes, but you
should feel free to work at your own pace.

To type in a graphic or diary, click or tap the part you’d like to fill in and use
your keyboard as usual.

You can save and print this PDF guide on your device at any time.

https://www.samaritans.org/scotland/how-we-can-help/contact-samaritan/


Symptoms of anxiety

Do I have symptoms of anxiety?

• Do you spend large periods of the day worrying?
• Do you feel nervous, apprehensive or on edge?
• Do you often experience unpleasant physical sensations like “butterflies” in

your stomach, tense muscles, dizziness or breathlessness?
• Do you find it hard to relax and “switch off”?

If the answer to any of these questions is ‘yes,’ you may be experiencing 
symptoms of anxiety and you may find this guide helpful.

Other symptoms of anxiety

Feelings you might have
• On edge
• Nervous
• Panic
• Stressed
• Scared
• Overwhelmed
• Irritable/lack of patience
• Uptight

How your body might feel
• Breathing faster or feeling breathless
• Stomach churning
• Chest tight or painful
• Heart racing/heart palpitations – meaning heartbeats that become

noticeable
• Sweating
• Tense/sore muscles
• Dizzy/faint
• Trembling or tingling sensations
• Difficulty concentrating



Due to the unpleasant nature of anxiety, people often worry that experiencing it 
is harmful. For example you might fear that regularly worrying will make you go 
mad, or that the physical symptoms of anxiety, like a fast heartbeat, are signs of 
a serious health problem. These fears naturally make people even more anxious 
which creates a vicious cycle of anxiety.

Thoughts you might have
• I’m going to die
• I’m not safe
• I can’t cope
• Others are not safe/they’re going to die
• Something bad is going to happen

Things you might do
• Avoid doing things that make you anxious
• Find it hard to relax
• Snap at people easily
• Avoid people or things you would normally enjoy

• Talk very quickly



What is anxiety?

Anxiety is an unpleasant feeling that everyone experiences sometimes. You 
might describe it as feeling very nervous or “wound up”. 

General anxiety symptoms can last for extended periods of time – it could go on 
for a couple of weeks or longer. It’s more than just being nervous.

You might have anxious thoughts about yourself, other people, and how you 
think other people feel about you. You might also have anxious thoughts about 
the world around you and what’s coming in the future. 

People who are anxious usually think negatively about:

Themselves:

• “I can’t cope”
• “I’m going to die”
• “I’m not safe”

Others:

• “Other people can cope better than me”
• “Someone I love is going to have an

accident or die”
• “The people I love aren’t safe”

The future:

• “Bad things will happen”
• “I’ll not manage”
• “I won’t be able to cope”

The world:

• “The world isn’t safe”
• “The world is a dangerous and frightening

place”



What causes anxiety?

People can feel anxious for lots of reasons – or you might not know what the 
reason is right now.

Psychological
• Negative thoughts about yourself, other people and the world

• Early life experiences

• Learning anxious behaviour from someone else, like a parent or

loved one

Social
Difficult experiences:

• Bullying

• Stress at work

• Relationship problems

• Debts

Biological
If a parent or close relative has experienced anxiety, there could be more of a 

chance that you’ll experience anxiety yourself.



What keeps anxiety going? Activity 1

The things you think, feel, and do when you’re anxious can actually keep 
anxiety going.

When you’re anxious, you might worry all the time and feel like you can’t get it 
under control. You might spend long periods of time worrying and this can make 
it difficult to relax or sleep. These worries can stop you from doing things you 
enjoy, or things you need to do like going to work.  

Now fill in the boxes below about a situation when you felt anxious. Filling this in 
helps you see how your feelings, thoughts, behaviour and how your body feels 
are all linked, and can all affect each other.

If you’d like to review your answers with anyone or share the guide once you’ve 
completed it you should save this file after completing the graphic.



Describe the situation. You could write 
where you were, who you were with, and 
what was happening. Your thoughts

Your feelings

What you did

How your body felt



How can I manage my anxiety?

Automatic thoughts 

Automatic thoughts are unhelpful thoughts that pop into your mind, without you 
making any effort to think of them. They’re believable and usually upsetting – 
this can affect your feelings and what you do.

It’s important to remember that a thought isn’t necessarily a fact, or based 
on reality. You might believe the unhelpful thoughts that pop into your mind, 
but it’s actually important to question them. They can be based on unhelpful 
assumptions. 

You might have unhelpful thoughts about all kinds of things. Here are some 
examples:



Being judged negatively by others

• “They think I’m useless”
• “They won’t like me”

Being unable to cope

• “I’ll make a fool of myself”
• “I’m too anxious to manage that”
• “I can’t control this”

Something terrible happening

• “What if I have an accident?”
• “What if I lose my job?”

Being unable to control worry

• “If I keep worrying I’ll make myself ill”

Do you ever think in any of the ways outlined above?

Try thinking about a time when you started to feel anxious. Consider what was 
running through your mind at that time – was it an automatic thought? 



Patterns of unhelpful thinking

Knowing the common patterns that unhelpful thoughts follow can help you 
recognise and challenge them before they have a negative effect on the things 
you do. 

Here are some common patterns of unhelpful thinking:

Catastrophising: 

People often catastrophise when they're anxious. This means the anxiety 
makes them feel like something that’s happened is far worse than it really is. 

For example:

• “My partner’s late coming home – they must have been in an accident.”
• “I’m worrying so much – this worry could harm me.”

Black and White Thinking: 

People often see things as black or white when they’re feeling anxious – there’s 
no ‘in between’.

For example:

• “I failed that exam – I’m going to fail my whole degree.”
• “My partner is annoyed with me – they’re going to break up with me.”

Emotional reasoning

This means treating emotions as if they’re facts.

For example:

• “I feel anxious – something bad is going to happen.”
• “I feel scared in a new situation – I’m not safe.”



Must and should statements: 

People often live by fixed rules for themselves about what they “should” do and 
how they “should” feel, and judge themselves harshly if they don’t meet them.

For example:

• “I should be able to cope.”
• “I must be calm at all times.”

When people think like this, they’re being critical of themselves, which makes 
the anxiety worse. 

If you find yourself thinking this way, it can help a lot to accept that things and 
people aren’t always perfect, and they don’t have to be in order for you to be 
calm and relaxed.    

Jumping to conclusions:

People often assume they know what others are thinking, and the assumptions 
are usually about the future – there are frightening “what ifs” running through 
their minds.

For example:

• A friend doesn’t say hello when you see them across the street. You
think you must have done something terrible to upset them. In fact, they
just didn’t see you.

Jumping to conclusions can also make you feel like you know the future, and 
that it will be bad. 

For example:

• “I’m starting a new job tomorrow – no one’s going to speak to me.”



Over-generalising: 

Based on one isolated incident, people with this thinking pattern assume all 
future events will follow a similar pattern. It becomes hard to see a negative 
event as a one-off.

For example:

• After failing your driving test, you think you’ll never be able to drive.

Dismissing the positives:

Often people can ignore the positive aspects of life or situations, and instead 
focus on the negative.

For example:

• Your boss gives you a good review, but you’re certain they’re only saying
positive things because they have to.

Labelling: 

People who are anxious often label themselves in negative ways. 

For example:

• “I didn’t cope well today – I’m pathetic.”
• “I couldn’t speak at the meeting – I’m stupid.”

Personalisation
People who think this way believe everything is to do with them, and it’s usually 
negative – they place blame on themselves for no logical reason.

For example:

“My colleague is in a bad mood today – I must have done something to upset 
them.” In reality, your colleague’s bad day could have nothing to do with you. 



Do any of your unhelpful thoughts follow these patterns? Make a list of the ones 
you have most often, and try to put them in one of the categories above.

It’s important to remember that anyone can experience thoughts like this, and 
that patterns of unhelpful thinking can be managed so they don’t bother you as 
much, or at all.

How to challenge unhelpful thoughts

Once you have recognised an unhelpful thought the next stage is to challenge 
it. To do this, you can ask yourself a series of questions.

The example below outlines the cycle of anxious thoughts and feelings. It 
shows how a situation, combined with negative feelings, can create a cycle 
with unhelpful thoughts. When you have an unhelpful thought, it makes you 
feel anxious, which creates more negative feelings. It also works the other way 
around - negative feelings make it more likely you’ll have unhelpful thoughts, 
which create more anxiety.

In the next section, you can fill out an example of this cycle from your own life. 

Example

Situation My feelings

My unhelpful thought

“My partner has been in an accident!”

Scared, anxious“My partner was supposed to be home 
20 minutes ago and they aren’t back 
yet.”



Activity 2

Use the boxes below to write about a time when you had an unhelpful thought. 
This will help you to understand and remember how the cycle of anxious 
thoughts and feelings works. 

The next time you find yourself feeling low or experiencing an unhelpful thought, 
it will be easier to remind yourself of what is happening and challenge the 
thought. 

If you’d like to review your answers with anyone or share the guide once you’ve
completed it you should save this file after completing the graphic.

Situation My feelings

My unhelpful thought

Situation My feelings

My unhelpful thought



Challenges to an unhelpful thought

Now you can challenge your unhelpful thoughts by asking these questions. 
Work through the questions below, using the examples to give you ideas.

Example:

“My partner was supposed to be home 20 minutes ago and they aren’t back 
yet. They must have been in an accident.”

1. Is there any evidence against this thought?

• “The police haven’t phoned me to say there’s been an accident.”
• “They’re a safe driver; they’ve never had an accident before.”

2. Is there any evidence for this thought (based in fact)?

• “They’re 20 minutes late getting home.”
• “They’re usually on time.”

3. Can you identify any patterns of unhelpful thinking?

• “I’m catastrophising – I’m thinking of the worst thing that could happen.”
• “I’m using emotional reasoning – I’m thinking that something bad must

have happened because I feel anxious.”

4. What would you say to a friend who had this thought in a similar
situation?

• “I’d say they’re just held up in traffic or at work – this kind of thing
happens all the time.”

5. Is there another way of looking at this situation?

• “They’re probably just busy and will be home soon.”

6. Is there a proactive solution to this unhelpful thought?

• “I could distract myself from worrying by watching TV.”



Activity 3

Now complete the table below to challenge your own unhelpful thoughts. 

1. What’s the situation?

For example, you could write who is there, what you’re doing, and when 
and where it’s taking place.

“I’m lying in bed worrying about what’s going to happen to me if I don’t stop 
worrying.” 

2. What are you feeling?

For example, you could write how you feel and rate how strong your 
feelings are, from 0% to 100%.

“Scared – 60%”

3. Unhelpful thought

“If I don’t stop worrying I’ll lose my mind.”

1. What’s the situation? You could write who is there, what you’re doing,
and when and where it’s taking place.

2. What are you feeling? You could write how you feel and rate how strong
your feelings are, from 0% to 100%.

3. Unhelpful thought



4. Evidence that supports the unhelpful thought

“I’ve been lying awake worrying every night this week.”

5. Evidence against the unhelpful thought

“My therapist has told me this won’t happen. I’ve read about worry and it doesn’t 
cause people to lose their minds.”

6. Alternative/balanced thought

“Although I’ve been lying awake worrying, my therapist and my reading have told 
me that I won’t lose my mind because of worry.”

4. Evidence that supports the unhelpful thought

5. Evidence against the unhelpful thought

6. Alternative/balanced thought



7. After you’ve written the alternative thought, rate how much you believe
in the thought from 0% to 100%.

“I believe in this thought 70%.”

8. Rate how strong your feelings are now, from 0% to 100%.

“Scared – 30%”

7. After you’ve written the alternative thought, rate how much you believe in 
the thought from 0% to 100%.

8. Rate how strong your feelings are now, from 0% to 100%.



Managing your worry

Anxious people can spend a lot of time worrying, but worry is only useful 
when it reminds you to do something – otherwise it’s just your thoughts getting 
stuck in an unhelpful loop. One of the most frustrating things about anxiety is 
that it can make you feel like you have no control over how much you worry.  
Managing how much you worry can lower your anxiety.

One way you can do this is to set aside ‘worry time’ – this can help you to feel in 
control of your worry, so it doesn’t feel overwhelming.

Worry time:

1. Decide a time in the day that’s worry time – this should last about 10
to 15 minutes.

2. At other times, remind yourself that you have worry time put aside
already and try not to think about your worries until then.

3. Once your worry time arrives, start timing yourself, so it doesn’t go
on for longer than 15 minutes.

4. During worry time, let yourself worry – don’t even try to come up
with solutions. Focus entirely on being worried.

5. Stop as soon as your worry time is finished – or earlier, as you
might run out of worries before the 15 minutes is up.



Improving your quality of life

Activities

Doing something you enjoy will give you less time to spend worrying, and make 
you feel better overall. 

Suggestions:

• Do some exercise, like going swimming or cycling
• Spend time with a friend or family member
• Read a book
• Watch your favourite TV show
• Go to the cinema
• Do something creative, like drawing or painting
• Have a bath

You could do a web search for events happening in your area and see if there’s 
anything you’d be interested in. Just remember it’s important to pace yourself – 
you don’t have to do everything at once. You’ll know what works best for you.

Feeling calmer

Breathing exercises can help you feel calmer and reduce your anxiety.

The controlled breathing technique involves focusing on and slowing down your 
breathing. It’s particularly helpful if you feel dizzy or light-headed when you get 
anxious.

1. Get into a comfortable position – you could lie on your bed, or sit on
a comfortable chair.

2. Try to breathe in a steady rhythm. Perhaps try to breathe in for three
seconds, hold this breath for two seconds, and then breathe out for
three seconds. It can be helpful to count as you do this – for
example, “in, 1,2,3... out, 1,2,3”.

3. Repeat the steady breathing for a few minutes.
4. You should soon begin to feel more relaxed. If you were feeling

dizzy then this should also get better after a few minutes.
.



We have a number of other breathing and relaxation exercises on NHS inform 
that can help with anxiety and stress. Try doing one of these when you’re 
feeling anxious.

Click here to explore the breathing and relaxation exercises on NHS inform.

Grounding

Exercise 1

Grounding is a good technique to fend off symptoms of anxiety and stress when 
they feel overwhelming. 

Grounding involves trying to take your mind off of uncomfortable symptoms or 
thoughts. 

You can use the 5,4,3,2,1 method to ground yourself.

Start by sitting in a comfortable place and taking a deep breath. Then try to 
focus on the following:

• 5 things you can see
• 4 things you can feel
• 3 things you can hear
• 2 things you can smell
• 1 thing you can taste

Exercise 2

• Sit or stand in a comfortable position
• Imagine you have an empty balloon in your stomach
• Try to inflate the balloon by breathing through your nose – breathe

in while counting to 3
• Now slowly deflate the balloon by breathing out through your mouth
• Inflate and deflate the balloon a few times until you feel calmer

https://www.nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/mental-wellbeing/stress/breathing-and-relaxation-exercises-for-stress


Reducing avoidance

People often get into the habit of avoiding situations that make them feel 
anxious. This can, unfortunately, make the problem worse. The longer you 
avoid something, the more intimidating it becomes. Also, if you always avoid 
situations that cause anxiety, it’s harder to prove to yourself that you can 
manage them – as a result, you may lose confidence. 

For example: 

If you worry about other people judging you negatively, you might avoid going 
out socially. This means:

• you might stay at home and avoid social events or taking part in
hobbies

• you might avoid speaking when in groups
• you could avoid any situation where you  have to ‘perform’, like

giving a speech or a presentation at work

As a result, you never get the chance to practice coping in these situations, and 
can’t build up confidence about them. There’s no opportunity for you to reduce 
the anxiety you feel about doing these things. 

If you can confront situations that make you feel anxious, you’ll build up 
confidence. Over time, this will reduce the anxiety symptoms. 



Activity 4

Confronting the things you avoid

There are three steps to this activity:

1. Make a list of situations that you often try to escape from or avoid.
For example, you could write “work nights out” or “giving
presentations”.

2. Give each situation a “difficulty score” out of 10. If a situation causes
you no anxiety, rate it 0. If it causes extreme anxiety, rate it 10.

Try to put the situations in order, from least anxiety to most anxiety. Here’s an 
example:

Situation
Difficulty score (0 
=  no anxiety, 10 = 
extreme anxiety)

Getting the bus to work 4

Talking to someone I don’t know 6

Joining a yoga class 7

Giving a presentation at work 9

You will find a blank table below.

3. Confront the lowest-ranked item on your list – this is the one that
causes you the least anxiety.

Although your anxiety symptoms might feel worse at first, if you keep going 
they’re likely to reduce. Try to stay in the situation until your anxiety has 
reduced.

Remember, you don’t have to be scared of the symptoms of anxiety. They might 
feel awful, but they aren’t dangerous.



Situation Difficulty score (0 = no anxiety, 10 
= extreme anxiety)



Continuing to confront the things you avoid

Keep confronting the situation that makes you feel the least anxiety – every day 
if you can. If you can’t do it every day, try not to wait too long between the times 
you can confront the situation. The more you confront the situation, the less fear 
you’ll feel. 

Every time you experience the situation that makes you anxious, you should 
notice that your anxiety symptoms get a little better. 

Move on to the next situation

When you feel comfortable with the situation that causes the least anxiety, 
move to the next one on your list and repeat the process. As you work through 
the list, you’ll start feeling anxious in fewer situations and your confidence will 
grow. As you progress, you’ll find that the situations you rated as very difficult 
start to seem much more manageable. 

You might confront a situation that doesn’t go as well as you hoped. Try not to 
give up. If you keep going, it’ll get easier. 

If there’s something on your list that seems too much, see if there’s something 
smaller you can do to build up to it. For example, if you’re anxious about going 
to an exercise class, start by calling the gym to ask about the class and get 
more information. This will help you build more confidence before you tackle the 
main situation. 

Look out for other situations that you avoid due to anxiety, and try to reduce 
your avoidance more and more. In time, you’ll feel much more confident and 
experience fewer anxiety symptoms.  



Problem Solving

You might find it more difficult to cope if you have a lot of problems you can’t 
seem to get on top of. This can make your mood worse and leave you feeling 
more anxious.

It’s possible to end up worrying over problems without finding a way to resolve 
them. This can interfere with many parts of your life - even things like eating 
and sleeping.

It can help to develop a structured way of working through a problem. Beginning 
to overcome some of your problems might help you to feel better.

Click here to use our Problem Solving guide

https://www.nhsinform.scot/illnesses-and-conditions/mental-health/mental-health-self-help-guides/problem-solving-self-help-guide/


Next steps

This self-help guide is intended for people with mild-to-moderate symptoms 
of anxiety. If you’re feeling distressed, in a state of despair, suicidal or need 
emotional support you can phone Samaritans for free on 116 123.

If you’re ill and feel it can’t wait until your GP practice re-opens you can phone the 
NHS 24 111 service. For an emergency ambulance phone 999.

Keep using the techniques you found helpful from this guide – they should 
continue to benefit you. If there are some things that you didn’t find helpful to 
begin with, stick with them for a few weeks – CBT can take a little time to work.

Further help

If you’re feeling distressed, in a state of despair, suicidal or need emotional 
support you can phone Samaritans for free on 116 123.

If you feel you need more help with your mental health, try speaking to your GP, 
or search for mental health and wellbeing services in your area.

For information and advice when you’re feeling down, you can phone Breathing 
Space on 0800 83 85 87.

The Breathing Space phoneline is available:

• 24 hours at weekends (6pm Friday to 6am Monday)
• 6pm to 2am on weekdays (Monday to Thursday)

If you found this guide helpful and would like to do more work like this, Living 
Life offers a range of structured psychological interventions and therapies to
improve mental health and wellbeing. They’re open Monday to Friday, from 1pm
to 9pm, and you can phone them on 0800 328 9655.

https://www.samaritans.org/scotland/how-we-can-help/contact-samaritan/
https://www.samaritans.org/scotland/how-we-can-help/contact-samaritan/
https://www.nhsinform.scot/scotlands-service-directory/health-and-wellbeing-services?sortdir=Asc&svctype=15
https://breathingspace.scot/
https://breathingspace.scot/
https://breathingspace.scot/living-life/
https://breathingspace.scot/living-life/


Learn more

To learn more about coping with anxiety and related issues, you can visit some 
other parts of NHS inform:

Learn more about anxiety and your mental wellbeing

Learn about panic attacks

Read about dealing with panic attacks

Find out about stress

Read our 10 stress busters

Try some more breathing and relaxation exercises

https://www.nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/mental-wellbeing/anxiety-and-panic/why-do-i-feel-anxious-and-panicky
https://www.nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/mental-wellbeing/anxiety-and-panic/are-you-having-panic-attacks
https://www.nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/mental-wellbeing/anxiety-and-panic/how-to-deal-with-panic-attacks
https://www.nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/mental-wellbeing/stress/struggling-with-stress
https://www.nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/mental-wellbeing/stress/10-stress-busters
https://www.nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/mental-wellbeing/stress/breathing-and-relaxation-exercises-for-stress
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